Students Use of Laptops in Large Lecture Classes: Distraction, Partial Attention or Productive Use?
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Abstract: An increasing number of students are bringing personal laptops to their classes and are using laptops during lectures. This increasing use of personal mobile devices has been described as a shift from e-learning (electronic learning) to m-learning (mobile learning). However, a large debate on the appropriateness of the use of laptops in class has emerged. Many teachers describe that students use laptops for surfing the net, emailing, downloading software and using chat forums during class rather than paying attention to the lecture. This paper reports on the use of laptops in a large lecture class of 650+ students and describes a pilot project that introduced an innovative system that was designed to both focus the attention of students during the class and engage them with the course material outside of class. Educational implications and next steps will be discussed.

Introduction

Challenges in maintaining students’ attention in large lecture classes is well documented in the literature and is an ongoing problem in universities (Biggs and Tang 2007; Bligh, 2000; Chickering & Gamson, 1987; Geske, 1992; Hartley & Davies, 1978; McKeachy, 1999; Bonwell & Eison, 1991). This problem is not likely to decrease as class sizes continue to increase. Many institutions have explored in-class laptop use as a way to motivate students in class to engage in task-based activities during the lecture and to focus the students’ attention on the topic at hand. According to Brown, 250 institutions internationally had or have embarked on technology programs using laptops and notebook computers (Brown, 2009) and it is forecast that the number of universities using laptop initiatives will continue to grow.

According to the European commission, digital competencies play an increasing role in learning, with Information and Communication Technology (ICT) comprising an important facet of learning that should be considered in developing students’ creativity and innovation (European Commission, 2008). In an age where technology use is increasing in the workplace and in personal usage it seems that effective ways to use technology in education should continue to be explored and channeled in pedagogically sound directions.

Early discussions on technology usage, prior to the prevalence of mobile technology initiatives, generally focused on content. This manifested in numerous ways including the development of content specific ‘learning-objects’ and/or on the effective (and non-effective) usage of learning management systems as a means to provide students with content on line (through course web sites). Provision of learning activities online (such as discussion forums to engage students with the topic outside of class time) and for provision of online feedback from both instructors and peers was often lacking. The T5 model, introduced at the University of Waterloo, proposed that teachers also consider tasks (to engage students with content), tutoring (feedback to tasks), teamwork (opportunities for collaborative learning), topics (content information provided via texts, learning objects or web sites) and tools (such as a variety of technology or non-technology options) when creating online learning environments (Salter et al. 2009).
More recently, with the emergence of wireless classrooms and mobile technologies, discussions on the appropriateness of students’ use of mobile devices, particularly the use of laptops in class, have been explored. These mobile technologies can be considered as ‘tools’ in the Salter et al. (2009) model. An aspect sometimes lacking however, in the descriptions of how tools such as laptops are used in class, is greater consideration of how to successfully integrate tasks and feedback (along with the tool/laptop) to keep students focused on the content of the lesson.

An intense debate has grown (Lindroth & Berquist, in press) with arguments for and against the use of laptops and other mobile technologies in the class room (Fried, 2008; Young, 2006; McVay et al., 2005; Fisher, Keenan & Butler, 2004; Gardner, 2004; Kotz & Essien, 2002; Graham, 2001). Increasingly, in the wireless classrooms common today, many students bring laptops to class, ostensibly for note taking. However, instructors report challenges in keeping students on track, and many students report that rather than attending to the lecture, the temptation to ‘surf the net’ and/or use chat or instant messages to contact friends takes precedence during class over note taking (Young, 2006). According to Young, professors worry that as the wireless networks and laptops become ubiquitous, “students will direct about as much attention to the front of the room as airline passengers do to a flight attendant reviewing safety information” (p.27, Young, 2006). The term ubiquitous has been coined to describe the increasingly common campus configuration in which most, if not all students and faculty, have laptops and all buildings have wireless access. The proliferation in the use of portable laptops and other electronic devices is creating a change that can be described as a shift from e-learning (electronic learning) to m-learning (mobile learning) (Lee & Chan, 2005).

In our observations, students bring their laptop to lectures with the intention (or excuse) of taking notes, but that note-taking often proves impractical as tools have not evolved sufficiently to allow real-time note taking, especially with complex matters such as math or physics. The notion of ‘continuous partial attention’ (Stone, 2009) seems to aptly describe the behaviour of these increasingly mobile students. According to Stone, continuous partial attention differs from multi-tasking. When multi-tasking, people often do things that are automatic and require very little cognitive processing (such as talking on the phone while eating lunch), whereas continuous partial attention requires giving partial attention to a number of things at the same time. The in class habits of students who seem to be paying ‘continual partial attention’ to the lecture have been noted by the teachers participating in the current study in some informal research conducted in their large classes. Activities such installing software and maintaining remote systems were commonly reported by students and observed by teachers; these types of activities can be done with little or no attention, but require constant partial attention.

In a recent study, the majority of 36 award winning faculty surveyed in Hong Kong, Canada, and Australia reported that students almost always or often used their personal laptops in class (Hong Kong, 78%, Canada, 67%, Australia, 60%), (Salter, in press). Based on the findings of many studies reporting on how laptops interfere with learning in the classroom (Fried, 2008; Prescod & Dong, 2006; Newman & Smith, 2006; McVay et al., 2005), this high usage of laptops is a cause for concern. According to Lindroth (2007), however, “The question is not, as I see it, if one should ban laptops from lectures, or cure the student from inappropriate behavior but rather how one can foster a positive utilization of the laptops from an organizational point of view” (Lindroth, 2007). In most cases under criticism, the classroom design was not changed to shift from a traditional didactic approach of lecturing in the large lecture class to use the learning environment to provide an integrated use of the technology into the design of the lesson and the lecture (Lindroth & Berquist, 2010).

This paper describes an innovative in-class strategy that was implemented for a large lecture class of 650 students (this is the official number although often more attend the class). The project used technology in a way that was designed to encourage students to engage fully in the class by using laptops during the lesson in a directed way that directed their focus on the lecture.

**Methodology**

The course that was the focus of this project was entitled ‘Informatics and Society’, a large lecture course run at a research intensive European university. The professor teaching this course had observed that more and more students were bringing laptops to lectures, especially lectures with more than 100 attendees. Due to the open access policy at the university, often as many as 800 students/listeners attend the lecture, and in some cases even more. In the light of the discussion in the education literature on the pros and cons of using laptops in class, and the increasing number of students showing up for class with laptops, ways to give students a channel to participate in the lecture using the laptop during the class were explored. The goal was to encourage a shift in students’ behaviour
from continuous partial attention, that included passively listening to the lecture while using the laptop for other purposes, to a focused approach that directed them to be attentive to the subject of the class by using the laptop to comment on/question/add to, the lecture material. A system was designed that acted as a ‘black box’ for students' note-taking during the class using a type of ‘slide-casting’/ ‘livecasting’ approach that was comprised of two main components: the use of a ‘livecast’ system during the lecture and the use of a web page that updates itself to add a new text field for every slide that is shown during the presentation. While students viewed the slides shown during the class, they were able to submit notes that were subsequently attached to the slides shown.

‘Slidecast’ is a term that is used commonly to describe an audio podcast combined with a slide show. For the purposes of this course, the professor prepared the slides for the class in the usual way to produce an in-class slide presentation. During the lecture, the students brought their laptops to class and used a ‘livecast’ system. The system created for this course was comprised of two components. During the lecture, students used the livecast system; to use the system they brought a laptop to the lecture hall and connected to the internet during class. During the lecture, students loaded the web page; the webpage updated itself to add a new text field for every slide shown during the presentation. Students used these text fields to add their own notes, such as comments, questions, links and other ad-hoc material for each slide. The livecast system served as a sort of ‘blackbox’ during the lecture, ‘swallowing’ all the student notes without showing them to the participants at the time. Following the lecture, students were able to access the system and see all of the notes providing them with a rich resource along with the points on the slides that served as well as resources for their review and further comment. The goal was to harness their energy in class through the use of active notetaking during class that was related to the content of the slides and presenter’s discussion, as well as provide a resource for review and consolidation following the class.

After the class, students accessed the system through the system created for this course, called the ‘Slidecasting Studio’. In the studio, students could refer to the slides from the lecture and also view all notes posted by participants during the lecture. Additionally, notes and material from the teacher were also posted during the lecture by a script running on the presenter’s computer. Students were able to continue to post contributions in the studio following class, extending and enhancing the content accumulating there and continuing the learning after the class time.

Over time, a number of didactical concepts were developed that were made possible by the infrastructure provided through slidecasting 2.0. These adaptations included ways to award students bonus points for good postings, to allow for discourse areas, and to allow for additional student activities. The first addition was the feature of honouring good postings by students. Good posting were things such as interesting addenda, intelligent questions, good or current links that would provide additional information on the topic and so on. Using an accumulative points system, students were awarded points for good postings, thus rewarding students for good contributions to the system. An existing tumblelog system with a simple tagging system (soup.io) was used as a portfolio substitute so that students could reference their slidecasting posts for the teacher to see and evaluate. In order to encourage work throughout the course and avoid having the bulk activity at the end of the semester, submissions to the students’ portfolios were restricted to a weekly limit of weekly points worth of work.

Secondly, ‘discourse areas’ were added to selected slides in the Slidecasting Studio so that the teacher was able to post interesting questions for discussion among the students. Students’ contributions to the discourse areas could be turned in for evaluation via their portfolio, if the students felt that their comments were interesting and added value to the discussion.

Thirdly, ‘activities’ were posted to accompany specific slides that extended the exploration of the content beyond the Slidecasting Studio. An ‘activity’ provided the students with a ‘task’ to complete such as finding a good ‘real world’ example that related to something postulated in the lecture and further document their example according to some guidelines. Students’ worked on such activities autonomously on their own initiative and posted their ‘deliverables’ (completed work) into their portfolio for subsequent evaluation.

Finally, pre-class activities were posted in the form of excerpts of the future lecture (eg. five or so slides) that were posted a couple of days ahead of the lecture along with questions for the students to discuss. Students were allowed to transfer one particularly good posting from each of these discussions into their portfolio. In this way students were able to engage with the content ahead of the lecture and through this method, the teacher became aware of their previous knowledge, misconceptions, prejudices and latent conflicts, and was able to correct misconceptions during in the lecture.
Results

The project was evaluated by observing the students’ engagement in class during the semester, monitoring the activity online in terms of number of notes posted and follow up questions posed and through feedback in the formal course evaluations. The active use of the system demonstrated continued enthusiastic use of the system that was sustained during the semester. Students consistently provided positive feedback about the system; their suggestions regarding useful ways to organize the content were used to continue to develop the system.

A quite interesting distribution of grades was noted in this course that differs from the normal bell shaped curve of grades that appears in most courses of this size. The "bathtub" curve of grade distribution indicated that a lot of students excelled, achieving an A grade, fewer students achieved a B, very few students had a C, a larger number received a D and even more failed. A speculative interpretation of this pattern is that perhaps there is a successful separation of those students who were interested and willing to work, (resulting in more students receiving an A than the normal curve) from those who tried to play the system and merely "pass" whatever requirement was asked of them. This finding is of course tentative as a comparison of grades of specific students with their actual use of the system was not performed, but additional evaluation will be conducted in the coming semester.

Students were able to select activities that they chose to engage more deeply with, as shown by their additions to, and comments on, selected lecture material and by their subsequent incorporating of their expanded items to their portfolio. Compared to the traditional "assignment + deadline" approach, students worked at their own pace throughout the course. Different strategies were observed in the ways that students chose activities to work on. From our initial observations, it seems that students chose activities to work on according to their strength and interests; this hypothesis will be explored in the next offering of the course. Based on our early positive findings, we are continuing to improve the current system and will continue to evaluate the subsequent iterations of the system.

Educational Implications and Discussion

Technical support was required to develop the system used in this project and the teacher involved was interested in trying new technology to engage students. A detailed description of how the students and teachers engaged with this project follow.

Students Use of the System

Students interacted with the system through a number of mechanisms that allowed them to both interact with the system and with each other in the studio. A simple, single-level reply function enabled them to have basic discussions in the Slidecasting Studio. They were able to award ‘star-ratings’ for single postings to signal ones they might wish to refer to for further reference or to highlight what they thought was a good posting. An overview page listed potential points of interest for each student, such as active threads of postings where s/he contributed to slides, or noted ‘active’ slides that had attracted an exceptional number of recently posted notes. Finally, a search function allowed students to search the content of the slides and all the notes for keywords and phrases.

The system was designed to incorporate these features so that it functioned as what is typically called a ‘web 2.0 system’, as a form of social software for dialogue and networking about the course. In so doing, the students’ comments on the lecture became a local ‘cloud’ of sorts within the social networking tool, thus turning the burden of the huge number of students into an asset to help them in their understanding and learning through creating their own resource.

Teacher Use of the System

To use slidecasting 2.0 in the course, the teacher made notes available to the system in a special format. Through the software installed on the presentation computer, the teacher was able to post notes and other material into the livecast during the lecture. Following the lecture, the teacher was able participate in the discussion about each slide, correct misconceptions, answer questions and honour good statements by students. In this sense, the system opened a new channel for discourse about the content of a lecture that is structured by the slides of the presentation. In our
experience, this served to structure the communication in a way that made it more appealing and also manageable. Even if the number of postings was large overall, they were distributed among the many slides of the lecture, therefore, each discussion stayed comfortably small. Instructor time to review and comment on postings was manageable and not increased from a normal expected workload during a course.

Conclusion

The paper describes a pilot project in a large lecture class that incorporated an innovative approach to the use of laptops in class. The system created engaged students as active learners both in class and outside of formal class time. The students took ownership of their learning strategies by choosing topic areas they wished to explore more deeply following class time. This was an exploratory project and more formal evaluation will be done in the next iteration of the course. Initial findings show this as a promising way to engage students in large lecture classes through their productive use of personal laptops in class.
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